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ABSTRACT—Analyses of adult semantic networks suggest a learning mechanism involving preferential attachment: A word is more likely to enter the lexicon the more connected the known words to which it is related. We introduce and test two alternative growth principles: preferential acquisition—words enter the lexicon not because they are related to well-connected words, but because they connect well to other words in the learning environment—and the lure of the associates—new words are favored in proportion to their connections with known words. We tested these alternative principles using longitudinal analyses of developing networks of 130 nouns children learn prior to the age of 30 months. We tested both networks with links between words represented by features and networks with links represented by associations. The feature networks did not predict age of acquisition using any growth model. The associative networks grew by preferential acquisition, with the best model incorporating word frequency, number of phonological neighbors, and connectedness of the new word to words in the learning environment, as operationalized by connectedness to words typically acquired by the age of 30 months.
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Early noun learning is slow at first and becomes fast (Bloom, 2000; Dale & Fenson, 1996), a fact that suggests that already-learned nouns may help in learning new nouns. Analyses of adult semantic networks support such a more-gets-more growth pattern, revealing structure consistent with growth via preferential attachment. According to the principle of preferential attachment, more highly connected words at Time 1 are more likely to receive new links at Time 2. This article provides evidence that the developmental growth of early noun networks does not accord with the principle of preferential attachment, but rather accords with a principle of preferential acquisition. Preferential acquisition emphasizes not the semantic connectedness of the nouns already known—as in the case of preferential attachment—but the semantic connectedness of the nouns in the learning environment.

With the advance of graph theory and its application to cognitive representations (see, e.g., Dorogovtsev & Mendes, 2001; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005; Vitevitch, 2008), there has been increasing study of large-scale semantic networks. In these networks, words (e.g., nouns) are nodes that are connected to each other via links that indicate semantic relatedness. Researchers have used a variety of indices of semantic relatedness, including the associates generated by adults in free-association studies, dictionary definitions, and thesaurus entries. These large-scale semantic networks display a particular pattern of connectivity suggestive of the growth processes through which they have been formed. In particular, they show a power-law structure in the distribution of links across nodes, such that most nodes in the network are of low degree (i.e., have few links to other nodes), but a few are hublike, with high degree (i.e., have many links to other nodes).

The power-law distribution of links over nodes has been shown to emerge when networks grow following the principle of preferential attachment (Barabasi & Alberts, 1999; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). This kind of growth has been observed, for example, in the growth of the Internet and the development of protein-interaction networks. In both cases, it has been hypothesized that network growth involves duplication of existing nodes, followed by rearrangement of some subset of the existing links (Kumar et al., 2000; Wagner, 2001). This duplication-and-divergence growth pattern is known to generate scale-free (or power-law) degree distributions (e.g., Pastor-Satorras, Smith, &
Sole, 2003), and is also the form of growth that Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) postulated for semantic networks.

If the psychological processes that underlie early noun learning adhere to the principle of preferential attachment, then nouns that are learned earliest in these networks should show proportionally more connections during later stages of network development. Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) tested this hypothesis using several measures of age of acquisition and found a consistent pattern of higher semantic connectivity in an associative network (measured by degree) for early nouns than for later nouns. This is a potentially profound result because it suggests how growing expertise in one domain (a high-degree node) may select the entry of new information—one way in which early word learning could guide later word learning.

There is, however, an alternative account of the relation between age of acquisition and degree of connectivity in the adult network. Early-learned words may tend to be highly connected because words with greater connectivity in the learning environment are more noticeable and readily learned; that is, children may learn first the most well-connected words in the speech stream to which they are exposed. This is possible because the adult semantic network is both a product of learning and the input (the material to be learned) for the next generation of learners. We call this hypothesis preferential acquisition. A third growth process that may also explain the observed results is what we call the lure of the associates: Unknown words may be highlighted by known words to which they are related and learned in proportion to those relations.

We tested these three hypotheses—preferential attachment, preferential acquisition, and the lure of the associates—by examining the longitudinal development of networks of nouns that are normatively in the productive vocabularies of children at monthly intervals from 16 to 30 months. If these networks grow by preferential attachment, then one should be able to predict the nouns learned at time $t + 1$ from those known at time $t$. In particular, nouns learned at time $t + 1$ should be those that connect to the higher-degree known nouns. In contrast, if these networks grow by preferential acquisition, then the nouns learned at any developmental period should be the highest-degree nouns left to learn in the learning environment, regardless of how they connect to already-known nouns. Finally, if these networks grow via the lure of the associates, then the newly learned nouns should be those related to the largest number of nouns in the existing network, regardless of how the known words connect to each other.

THE NETWORKS

We built networks from 130 nouns selected from the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Developmental Inventory (MCDI; Dale & Fenson, 1996), Toddler version. This inventory provides month-by-month norms indicating the proportion of children—ages 16 to 30 months—who have each noun in their productive vocabulary. The 130 words we investigated were those words from the MCDI that also had feature norms available (see the next section). These nouns included names for animals (33 nouns), foods (17 nouns), small household objects (25), vehicles (12), outdoor things (5), clothing (15), furniture and rooms (14), toys (7), and places to go (2).

Creating semantic networks from these nouns required an index of semantic relatedness that reflected the semantic relations likely to be relevant to young children. We used two such indices, creating two series of networks. Each approach was based on dependent measures of semantic relatedness taken from adults, and each has its potential strengths and weaknesses.

Features

Many theories of category organization are based on shared features, such as having eyes and being furry (see, e.g., Rogers & McClelland, 2005). Moreover, developmental studies indicate that children are sensitive to and know about the features that are characteristic of common categories (e.g., Keil & Batterman, 1984; Sheya & Smith, 2006; Youniger, 1990). To construct developmental feature networks, we used the feature norms reported by McRae, Cree, Seidenberg, and McNorgan (2005), who collected feature norms for 541 nouns (including the 130 early-learned nouns in our networks) from a total of 725 adult participants. The generated features included perceptual features (e.g., has wheels), functional features (e.g., can be eaten), taxonomic features (e.g., is an animal), and encyclopedic features (e.g., was invented by the Wright brothers). We used only perceptual and functional features, excluding encyclopedic and taxonomic features as unlikely to be available to children’s direct experience.

Associates

Word associations are also a plausible index of semantic relatedness because they have proven robust in predicting adults’ semantic judgments (e.g., Nelson, Zhang, & McKinney, 2001). Associates are collected by providing subjects with a word (the cue) and asking them to provide the first word that comes to mind (the target). This establishes a cue-target relationship (e.g., when provided with the cue word cat, many subjects provide the target word dog). In summarizing a large body of work, Deese (1965) concluded that word associations reflect the contiguity, semantic, and frequency properties of words in the language. Co-occurrence, in particular, seems to be a primary factor (Lund, Burgess, & Audet, 1996; Spence & Owens, 1990), with words that appear together in language more frequently also having a higher likelihood of appearing in associative pairs. We used the adult-generated University of South Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1999), the same norms used by Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005). They consist of...
approximately 5,000 cue words (including the 130 early-learned nouns in our networks) and their related targets.

The Networks
In our networks, nodes represented nouns, and links between nodes represented relationships between nouns. For each monthly interval from 16 to 30 months of age, we included only nouns that were in the productive vocabulary of more than 50% of the children in the MCDI at that month. This generated a developmentally ordered set of 15 feature networks and 15 associative networks. Links between nodes were added as follows. For the feature networks, a link existed between two nouns if they shared one or more features. For example, ball and apple had a link because they share the feature "is round." For the associative networks, a noun pair was connected by a directed link from the cue word to the target word if that cue-target relationship was reported in the association norms. In the feature networks, the total degree of a word was calculated by adding the number of links to that word. For the directed-associative networks, indegree was calculated by adding the number of links for which the word was the target of a cue-target pair. To avoid redundancy when discussing both kinds of networks, we use "degree," noting that in the case of the associative networks, we mean "indegree." Figure 1 presents the feature and associative networks at 30 months. (For purposes of visual comparison, Fig. 2 presents the feature and associative networks at 20 months.) The feature network at 30 months contained 130 nodes with 2,433 undirected links (mean degree = 37.4, SD = 15.0). The associative network at 30 months contained 130 nodes with 235 directed links (mean degree = 1.8, SD = 2.1).

RESULTS

Age of Acquisition, Power Laws, and Static Networks
We first wanted to establish that the structure of the static (i.e., not growing) 30-month network was statistically comparable to the adult networks examined by Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005), and thus could have grown by a process of preferential attachment. This would provide grounds for the comparison of alternative growth models, and would also allow other researchers to generalize the conceptual utility of our growth models to other networks that may—because of the statistical properties of their structure—appear to have grown via preferential attachment.

A signature of network growth via preferential attachment is the power-law distribution of degree in the network (i.e., most nodes are connected to only a few other nodes, but a few nodes are hublike and have many links to other nodes). More precisely, the probability that a node in the network connects with other nodes is roughly proportional to \( k^{-\gamma} \), where \( \gamma \) is a constant called the scaling parameter. This relation is revealed by a linear pattern when the degree distribution of the nodes is plotted on a log-log plot; \( \gamma \) is equal to the slope of the line. To avoid the potential bias associated with how data are binned in log-log plots (Clauset, Shalizi, & Newman, 2007), we plotted degree relative to its cumulative distribution—showing the probability that a randomly chosen node was of degree equal to or higher than \( k \). Figure 3 shows the log-log plots for the 30-month feature and associative networks. The feature-based network did not provide strong evidence of a power-law structure, but the associations-based network (\( \gamma = 1.97 \)) was consistent with the power-law distribution found by Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005; \( \gamma = 1.79 \)).

If a network grows by preferential attachment or by preferential acquisition, then the words learned during the earliest stages of development should have a higher degree than those learned during later stages. Figure 4 shows the degree for each word as a function of the age of acquisition for that word, separately for the 30-month feature and associative networks. A linear regression with degree at 30 months as the dependent variable and age of acquisition as the independent variable found no significant relationship between the two variables in the feature network (\( b = 0.03, R^2 = .001, p = .28 \)). A similar regression using the associative network did find a significant relationship between degree at 30 months and age of acquisition (\( b = -.77, R^2 = .18, p < .001 \)). Words acquired earlier had a higher degree at 30 months, on average, than words acquired later. This finding is consistent with the pattern reported by Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005), but our analysis shows that this pattern is also found over a much shorter time scale of only 14 months. Because age of acquisition and number of free associates are correlated with word length (Hutchinson, Balota, Cortese, & Watson, 2007; Storkel, 2004), we conducted a second analysis with word length as a covariate. Age of acquisition still predicted degree at 30 months, but word length was a significant, though more modest, predictor of age of acquisition (\( b = 1.74, R^2 = .05, p < .01 \)).

This evidence—based on the structure of the static network (i.e., a single point in time)—is consistent with a model of preferential attachment. However, it is also consistent with alternative growth processes, such as preferential acquisition or the lure of the associates. We formalized the models based on these growth processes and then—using longitudinal data—implemented two tests for distinguishing among them.
Fig. 1. Networks of the nouns used in this study: (a) feature-based network and (b) associations-based network for nouns normatively acquired by 30 months of age. For visual clarity, only links representing two or more shared features are shown in (a). The arrows indicating links in (b) point from the stimulus (cue) to the response (target). See the text for details on network construction.
Comparing Growth Hypotheses Using Longitudinal Data

We developed three formal models of growth based on our alternative hypotheses and tested them against one another in two separate ways. First, for each model, at each consecutive month of the networks’ growth, we calculated a $z$ score for each learned word, comparing the model-appropriate growth value of the learned word with the distribution of growth values for all words that could have been learned. The growth value of each word was indexed by the following: the mean degree of the known words that the new word attached to (for preferential attachment); the degree of the word, counting only links from known words at the time of acquisition (for the lure of the associates); or the degree of the word in the presumed learning environment (for preferential acquisition). Figure 5 uses a simplified network to illustrate the differences among these models. To test the preferential-acquisition hypothesis in the case of the associative networks, we used two different networks to represent the learning environment—one based on child language (the 30-month network) and one based on adult language (the adult network). Thus, for each learned word, we found the mean and standard deviation of growth values for all possible words that could have been learned at the same time, and calculated the learned word’s $z$ value with respect to the resulting distribution.

3To avoid biasing the results with an overly limited learning set for the later developmental periods, we analyzed growth only over the first 10 months (16 to 26 months), while including all words acquired by the age of 30 months.

4Using the maximum degree (instead of the mean) for the preferential-attachment model did not alter the results.
Then, the \( z \) scores for each model were subjected to a one-sample \( t \) test to determine if the observed distribution of \( z \) scores was different from zero. The results for these analyses are presented in Table 1.

The main results were as follows: First, none of the growth models fit the growth of the feature networks. Second, the preferential-attachment model did not fit the developmental growth of the associative networks. Third, the preferential-acquisition and the lure-of-the-associates models, when applied to the associative networks, did describe the observed growth pattern of children’s early noun vocabularies. Nouns with higher indegree at the time of acquisition or in the learning environment—either in the network of nouns commonly known by 30-month-olds or in the adult network—were more likely to be learned at any given time during the growth of the networks than were words with lower indegree. Only the lure-of-the-associates model considers the state of the child’s current knowledge, and this model fit less well than the preferential-acquisition model, whether the learning environment in the latter model was represented by the 30-month network or by the adult network. The failure of the preferential-attachment model to fit these data (\( z \) scores and \( t \) values were close to zero) is remarkable. Known words of higher indegree are not more likely to receive links from new words entering the network than are known words of lower indegree. The conclusion is clear: The associative networks do not grow because known hub nouns attract new nouns. Rather, they grow because unknown words are themselves hubs that have many associative relationships with words in the learning environment.

As a second test, we asked which model for growth best fit the associative-network data and whether including additional parameters in the preferential-acquisition model would improve its predictive power. Our test determined, for each growth model, how strongly the growing network weighed the growth value of new words at each sequential month. It did this using a parameter, \( \beta \), which we fitted to an exponential ratio-of-strengths rule. We calculated the probability that a word, \( w_i \), would be added to the network at a given month on the basis of its growth value, \( d_i \), using the following equation:

\[
P(w_i) = \frac{e^{\beta d_i}}{\sum_j e^{\beta d_j}},
\]

where \( \beta \) represents the sensitivity of the acquisition process to \( d \). Positive values of \( \beta \) mean that words with higher values of \( d \) were more likely to be acquired early, whereas negative values of \( \beta \) mean that words with lower values of \( d \) were more likely to be acquired early.

We calculated \( d_i \) for each word with respect to each model, at the month of acquisition (e.g., for the lure-of-the-associates model with the associative network, \( d_i \) was equivalent to the indegree of word \( i \) at the time of acquisition). The denominator in Equation 1 was calculated using all words that were not yet learned at the start of the month in which the word in the numerator was acquired. Thus, for each model, we calculated a probability of acquisition for each acquired word at the month it was acquired. The logs of the \( P(w) \) values for all acquired words were then summed to produce the log likelihood for that model:

\[
-\log(L(\beta)) = -\sum_i \log(P(w_i))
\]

We then found the \( \beta^* \) that minimized the log-likelihood function for each model using a standard optimization procedure.

This framework allowed us to compare models. For example, by replacing \( \beta d_i \), in Equation 1 with \( \beta_{\text{LOA}} d_i + \beta_{\text{30mts}} d_i \), we could compute \( \beta \)s for a model that combined the lure-of-the-associates (LOA) model with the preferential-acquisition model that represented the learning environment as the network at 30 months (30mts). To determine when models provided additional explanatory power, we compared nested models using the likelihood-ratio test.
Figure 6 shows the log-likelihood results for each model that performed better than a random model. The results indicated that the best model was the preferential-acquisition model with a learning environment represented by child vocabulary at 30 months. This model was not significantly improved by including the β for either the preferential-acquisition model in which adult associations were the measure of the learning environment or the lure-of-the-associates model. These results show that what matters is not connectivity of words in the child’s head, but rather connectivity in the learning environment—and, in particular, connectivity in a reduced learning environment most consistent with what children produce at 30 months.

---

5Models using preferential attachment and word length are not shown in Figure 6, as neither was significantly different from the random model, with β set to 0.
The three growth models depicted in a simplified network. The network is the same in all three models, but the models assign different values to the unknown words. Gray shading and solid lines indicate nodes and links in the existing network (known words: A–D); no shading and dotted lines indicate nodes and links not yet incorporated into the known network (possible new nodes: N1, N2, and N3). Black lines indicate links relevant to the growth models, and gray lines indicate unimportant links. The “Add” column in each illustration indicates which node is favored for learning by the growth model in question; this is determined by the relative growth values of the possible new nodes. The growth values computed in this example are based on indegree for a directed network; arrow direction is not relevant. For undirected networks, such as a feature network, arrow direction is not relevant. In the preferential-attachment network, the value of a new node is the average degree of the known nodes it would attach to (e.g., N1 is attached to A, which has an indegree of 3). In the preferential-acquisition model, the value of a new node is its degree in the learning environment—that is, the full network (e.g., N3 has an indegree of 3, which includes one link from a known node and two links from unknown nodes). In the lure-of-the-associates model, the value of a node is its degree with respect to known words (e.g., N3 has a value of 1, based on its one connection from a known node).

Fig. 5. The three growth models depicted in a simplified network. The network is the same in all three models, but the models assign different values to the unknown words. Gray shading and solid lines indicate nodes and links in the existing network (known words: A–D); no shading and dotted lines indicate nodes and links not yet incorporated into the known network (possible new nodes: N1, N2, and N3). Black lines indicate links relevant to the growth models, and gray lines indicate unimportant links. The “Add” column in each illustration indicates which node is favored for learning by the growth model in question; this is determined by the relative growth values of the possible new nodes. The growth values computed in this example are based on indegree for a directed network; arrow direction is not relevant. For undirected networks, such as a feature network, arrow direction is not relevant. In the preferential-attachment network, the value of a new node is the average degree of the known nodes it would attach to (e.g., N1 is attached to A, which has an indegree of 3). In the preferential-acquisition model, the value of a new node is its degree in the learning environment—that is, the full network (e.g., N3 has an indegree of 3, which includes one link from a known node and two links from unknown nodes). In the lure-of-the-associates model, the value of a node is its degree with respect to known words (e.g., N3 has a value of 1, based on its one connection from a known node).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Add</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Mean z</th>
<th>t(86)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Mean z</th>
<th>t(86)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preferential attachment</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferential acquisition (30 months)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferential acquisition (adult)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>&lt; .01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lure of the associates</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>&lt; .05</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. For the preferential-acquisition models, the designation in parentheses indicates the network used to represent the environment.

We conducted this study to examine how the structure of information influences early noun learning, and the results strongly suggest that the semantic connectedness of nouns in the learning environment is a significant contributor. This does not mean that other factors do not matter. Because frequency, phonotactic probability, and number of phonological neighbors (e.g., Charles-Luce & Luce, 1995; Landauer & Streeter, 1973; Pisoni, Nusbaum, Luce, & Slowiaczek, 1985; Storkel, 2001) could be related to both semantic connectedness and age of acquisition, we tested these additional factors, both independently and in combination with the best model obtained using Equation 1. Phonotactic probability, number of phonological neighbors, and word frequency were from the Child Language Data Exchange System corpus (CHILDES) and Kučera and Francis (1967; values were taken from the following sources: Balota et al., 2007; MacWhinney, 2000; Vitevitch & Luce, 2004). The best statistical model for which the additional parameters were justified (using the likelihood-ratio test) included preferential acquisition (learning environment based on the 30-month vocabulary), word frequency in CHILDES, and the number of phonological neighbors (learning environment based on 30-month vocabulary; β = 0.13; CHILDES frequency: β = 0.0005; number of phonological neighbors: β = 0.024; −log(L) = 419.67). Thus, the order in which nouns are learned early in word acquisition appears to be a combined consequence of semantic, frequency, and phonological factors.

**DISCUSSION**

These findings provide a first look at network growth during development. As in all studies of semantic networks, inferences to psychological processes are limited by the appropriateness of the indices of semantic relatedness—in the present case, the appropriateness of adult free associations and feature generation. Ultimately, the best evidence for the psychological relevance of any such index is the successful prediction of behavioral data in psychological experiments. With these limitations in mind, we conclude that the present study makes three
contributions to an understanding of semantic networks and their implications for models of language acquisition.

First, the results challenge the principle of preferential attachment as a description of developmental processes. Although the links in adult semantic networks may be characterized by distributions that approximate a power law, and although such structures may be generated by a preferential-attachment growth rule, this does not mean that the psychological processes that give rise to adult semantic networks implement a preferential-attachment rule, or that the psychological processes that give rise to adult semantic networks are the same processes involved in child language acquisition. For example, the more-grows-more organization of links in adult semantic networks may reflect processes of retrieval, accessibility, and use, as well as the evolution of language (e.g., Ferrer i Cancho & Solé, 2003; Griffiths, Steyvers, & Firl, 2007; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005; Zipf, 1949). Thus, the structure of the speech information presented to children may arise via one set of psychological processes, and be learned by children using another set of psychological processes.

Second, the results suggest that early in vocabulary growth, the order of acquisition of nouns is driven by the connectivity (both semantic and phonological) of words in the learning environment to each other, not by the connectivity of the words actually known by the child. That order of word acquisition reflects the statistical structure of the learning environment is consistent with many aspects of language learning (Hart & Risley, 1995; Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, & Lyons, 1991). The implication of this finding is that children most readily learn those words that are central figures in the semantic and phonological landscape (i.e., words that share both semantic and phonological similarity with a variety of other words). This may be because such words are more noticeable than others; they are the figures in a many-word ground. Specifically, with respect to semantics, the relevant meaning or reference of such words may be more discernible because of the many shared contexts with other related words. Alternatively, child-directed speech may emphasize words of high degree, as it is known that emphasizing words in speech influences early word learning (Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001). One limitation of our approach is that the networks reflect the order of development in the normative child; the next step is to longitudinally examine developing networks in individual children.

Third, although developmentally interpretable patterns of growth characterized our associative networks, they did not characterize our feature networks. Perhaps the adult-generated features we used are not representative of the psychological features that characterize early categories. The features were generated by adults using their own—not a child’s—perspective, and the features generated in feature-generation studies (e.g., McRae et al., 2005) have known limitations, including the exclusion of many properties that would seem deeply important to differentiate certain kinds (e.g., linguistically hard-to-describe properties such as the shape of a cow and essential but

Fig. 6. Negative log likelihoods of the lure-of-the-associates (LOA) and preferential-acquisition (PA) models and their combinations. Two preferential-acquisition models were tested: one in which the learning environment was represented by the child’s network at 30 months (“30 mts”) and one in which the learning environment was represented by the adult network (“Adult”). Brackets and asterisks indicate nested models that were significantly different from each other in a likelihood-ratio test, $p < .05.$
ubiquitous properties such as “breathes”). Although we do not dismiss the possibility that our feature networks did not capture feature information important for word learning, another interpretation may be more consistent with the research on features, taken as a whole. First, the features from McRae et al. (2005) have predicted adult performance in a variety of studies (e.g., McNorgan, Kotack, Meehan, & McRae, 2007). Second, these features are consistent with the development of early superordinate categories (Hills, Maouene, Sheya, Maouene, & Smith, 2008). Perhaps feature relations organize knowledge (e.g., reasoning about instance-category relations), but do not order acquisition. In conclusion, the structure of known semantic knowledge and the acquisition of new knowledge may be deeply related but not identical.
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